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o-ri cultura l E¥p rim ent S ta ti on 

INTRODUCTION 

T he ighteen c unti s o f the northeastern part o f the slate mbra e 
an acreage o f 2 r ,2 50,0 00 acr s. Thi s t rritory was originally c vered 
more or le s heavily with a growth o f pine and oth r coni f rous tr es 
inter perse 1 with onsiclerable areas o f hardwo d . T he timber crop has 
largely be n harvested and a tran iti n from for st l farm is unci r way 
on land suited to agriculture. T here a r now nea rly 35,000 fa rms 
in this region. This I ulletin deals with the principles and practi · s of 
land clearing a laptable to it d ve lopm nt. 

JUSTIFICATION OF CLEARING LAND 

To the uninitiated, the job o f creatin o- a farm in the cut over otm
lry eems a hopeless task. A f w inducem nt that I ad m n to 
attempt it are: ( r ) The man o f limited means can capita li ze his labor 
by conv rting a piece o f raw land into producti ve land . l\[any who 
otherwise w uld be renter · or laborers thr ugh li fe thu a quire a 
modest competence. (2 ) T he timb r on ma1iy fa rm. for fuel. f n ·ing, 
and building, and as a ource o f inc me luring th wint r months 
through the ale o f timbe1· pr ducts, is a consiclerahl asset. (3) W ith 
the intensiv type of farming, dairying, anclr otato growing in opera tion, 
a much smaller cleared acr age is ne dec! than might b supp sed . F rom 
for ty to eighty acres constitutes the family-size farm , and pr p rly 
manag d will afford an income equal to tha t produced on d uble th 
acreage in the grain-growing pTairie eli trict . (4) T he lumb ring and 
mining ettlements, and the growing town and cities afford an ex !
lent local market in many pia es, whil co-operative marketing organ
izations . hip much of the urplu . (5) Th ra infall is copiou and 
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dependable and total crop failures are unknown. (6) Through the 
Land Classification Survey, recently begun, by which both state and 
private lands will be adjudged ·as agricultural or non-agricultural, the 
future settler will be protected on the score of soil fertility. 

LAND CLEARING ORGANIZATION 

Land clearing is a difficult job at best and consequently organization 
is very important. It requires the united effort of all conceJrned to do 
the job in the cheapest and easiest way possible. There are several 
different kinds of organizations, but in a general way the purposes 
of practically all of them may be summed up under three headings: 
The pooling of funds, the poo·ling of labor, and the pooling of credit. 

Pooling the Funds 
The first of these purposes has to do with the purchase of land 

clearing materials and equipment, and probably the best illustration 
of this is the purcha~ing of explosives in ca'rload quantities. The 
individual settler buying only a small quantity of explosives must nec
essarily get it from his local dealer a·nd pay retail prices. which usually 
are 5 or 6 cents per pound higher than carload prices. It is impossible 
for the dealer to sell for any less and make a profit, but a group of 
settlers can combine theit orders until there are enough to make up a 
carload. Perhaps it will be hard to get enough orders for a carload 
in one o'r even in several communities, but banks and other agencies 
are usually willing to co-operate in assembling orders and extending 
credit, where this is necessary and feasible, and in that way very little 
difficulty is experienced in the process of assembling, even tho it is 
necessary to cover a large area. The other essential to the success of 
this method is that each settler get his share of the material out of the 
car when it arrives, thus eliminating all storage charges and most of the 
handling charges. Sometimes dealers are willing to handle orders on 
this basis at a margin of from 0 cent to I cent per pound. This is a · 
very small charge for the settler to pay for this service and provides 
some one to assume the responsibility. It is possible to get the lowest 
p1·ices from the explosive manufacturers by ordering in carload quan
tities, and the saving on a minimum car will usua!Iy amount to at least 
$IOOO or $1200. 

_ Pooling Labor 

One man working alone at a job like brushing or stumping, works 
at a decided disadvantage. Community land clearing clubs are formed 
for the purpose of making is possible for several settlers to exchange 
help and thus work together. The size of crew will vary, depending 
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on conditions. We will assume that six neighbors have otganized such 
a club. They will probably spend two days on each man's farm, thus 
making one complete circuit in 12 days. The crew will do brushing 
and pic~-up work after the ground has been frozen, and stumping 
during the stumping season. We will assume that they are stumping 
and that they are blasting the stumps clear out and piling them. Two 
men will do the blasting. Three teams will be on the job skidding the 
stumps to the pile and rolling them together, and as the pile gets larger 
one team will pile with the decking chain while the othe'r two will skid 
the stumps to the pile. The sixth man will remain at the pile helping 
the teamster hitch to the stumps and rolling the smaller ones on the pile. 
If a stump puller ot a mechanical stump piler or both are used, a 
different sized crew might be better; or it might split up into different 
groups. 

Pooling of Credit 
The best example of the pooling credit is the Bessette law which was 

passed during the 1921 session. of the state legislatur'e. It provides 
a means whe·reby the settler may clear his land by the use of county 
funds which are raised by a bond issue. The money is then paid back 
to the county in yearly tax assesments for ten or fifteen years. In order 
to take advanta:ge of the law, two or more settlers who own jointly 
not less than 400 acres must petition the county board to clear not less 
than 100 acres. This roo acres shall be so divided that not more than 
20 acres or less than 5 acres are to be cleared on any 40-acre tract. 
The county board makes the final decision as to whether or not the clear
ing will be clone. Individual contracts may be let for each piece of 
clearing, and the settler has the right to be his own contractor, thus 
affording him a means of employment and at the same' time develop
ing his farm. It is practically equivalent to a long-time loan which is 
a very. impo·rtant consideration in farm development. 

LAND TYPES 
There are, roughly, five main types of land based upon soil and 

vegetation (tree crop) : White pine, on both clay and sanely soil; Nor
way pine and Jack pine, both on sanely loams; mixed conifers and 
hardwoods on both sanely and clay loams; hardwoods, usually on clay 
loam. All types will be covered in this discussion. 

BEGINNING OF OPERATIONS 
In starting operations, if wisely guided, the settler will build very 

cheap but comfo·rtable shelters for his family and his livestock and will 
conserve his funds and his main effort for the clearing operations. 
The big job is to get as soon as possible enough land producing to sup-
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port his family. Some land must be brushed and stumped at once to 
provide a garden and a cash c·rop of potatoes. Additional !ariel must be 
brushed and see:decl for hay and pasture. If there is a wild meadow 
on the place, it usually pays to clean up the logs and windfalls so that 
a mower can be run over it. Being inexperienced, his first clearing will 
be the most expensive, so it is desirable that he select that which is most 
easily cleared. This also should be well drained upland. 

DEFINITIONS 

As land clearing is to he the settler's main profession for seve'ral 
years, it should be properly defined. It consists of three operations. 
( r) Removing brush and timber growth; ( 2) removing stumps ; ( 3) 
picking up stones, rocks, and boulders, to be removed at first breaking. 
The problem is to get the land opened up as ·rapidly and cheaply as 
possible, for the cost of land is not measttred by the price paid for' it 
but by the sum of this and the cost of clearing. A lower clearing cost 
means a smaller investment and a larger annual margin of profit from 
the crop. Economy in clearing is secured by system on the farm and 
organized co-operative effort in the community. Systematized clearing 
and practice, the land clearing calendar, or seasonal program will first 
be explained. 

LAND CLEARING TYPES AND SYSTEMS 

For most of his clearing the settler will have one of two conditions 
or a combination of both. He may have green timber with a heavy brush 
undergrowth, and perhaps a considerable sprinkling of pine stumps 
scatte'recl through it; or he may have dead pine or hardwood stumps, 
covered with a sinall second growth of alder, poplar, birch, and other 
species but with no standing timber except perhaps a few dry trees. 

In the first case the "delayed clearing'' plan is the logical procedure. 
The forest growth is removed during the fall and winter 'months; grass 

· seed is sown in the early spring between the stumps. This is pasttrrecl 
from three to five years and the stumps are then removed. This plan 
has four advantages: (I) The stumping cost is reduced fully one
third or more. ( 2) A pasture crop is afforded for livestock, worth 
annually on good land at least $10 per acre in butterfat values. Young 
stock will gain 1 so pounds in five months on it and a lamb from 8o 
to roo pounds. (3) The clove'!' sod, droppings of livestock, and decay
ing wood increase the soil productiveness and reduce its wildness. 
Duluth records indicate an additional yield per acre of from ro to 20 

bushels of oats and so bushels of r:iotatoes. ( 4) With a sod formed, the 
cost of b'reaking is reduced and a better seedbed is formed. 
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Following this plan does not mean that th settler is lo suspend his 
slumping f r several years. On th contrary, h will brush and close
cut between r pping seasons, and stump and break in summer, fo llow
ing hi seas nal . program. H all his stum] ag is green, th earlier 
year' work will be more expen ive. 1 ut the ordinary farm u ually has 
some lei tumpage .and he will o ar'range his work a t uncover this 
clea I tumpage and remove it while the greener p rtion is ripening. As 
bru hing proceeds two or three times as rapidly as tumping, in a year 
or two the seeded acreage will be several years in advan e of the stump
removal stage and the program works automatically. 

A B e. /J £ 

Fig. 1, Brush Tools 

.'\ . Brush hook D. Brush hoc 
II . Brush kn ife E . Brush ax 

Double bit ax- Wide blade 

In th second case, where there is a light bru h growth c vering dead 
pine stumps, with probably some hardwood , the sam general plan 
,hould he fo llowed. altho there will p robably be no material aving in 
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the cost of clearing. But the other three arguments hold with equal 
fbrce and the farmer will find it an advantage to have a sod ahead of 
him in most of his stumping work. As many farms have both types, a 
combination such as that suggested in the preceding paragraph is the 
logical plan to follow. 

Brushing 
By brushing is meant the removal of windfalls and that part of the 

forest growth remaining after the merchantable timber has been re
moved. In some of the mixed and J:lardwood districts both operations 
occur together or brushing just precedes the removal of timber. Sheep 
and goats are used for killing brush to a limited extent. Jt may be killed 
by firing, an uncommon practice and hedged in by legal restrictions. 
In the absence of large stumps, it is sometimes cut by special sickle 
adjustments on mowers. A tractor-drawn machine cutting at an angle 
has been devised, and in the brush country between the timber and the 
Red River Valley, it is becoming common practice to plow under every
thing of less than three or four inches in diameter. If there is any 
larger growth, it is removed in advance. But for the most part brush 
is removed with tools. Material under one inch in diametter is readily 
cut with a brush scythe. A double-bitted ax weighing 3% pounds, 
and with a wide blade is the most useful all-around tool for growth of 
one inch and above. The brush hook, operated by a pulling action 
upward, is used on coa'rser brush as well, but it is usually slower and 
more awkward. The brush machete is excellent for brush more than 
two inches in diameter. It has a cutting edge of 22 inches and may be 
fashioned by a blacksmith from an old auto spring. There are many 
valuable special tools. 

Burning Brush 
By starting a fire and feeding it, brush may be burned any clay in 

the year, not forgetting legal limitations which provide that b·rush or 
stumps may not be burned without permit unless there is snow on the 
ground. It is frequently thrown into long windrows and burned later 
when dry. The more common praGtice is to pile it in large heaps, allow 
it to season for a period, and then fire it. But piling must be carefully 
clone. It must be solid, fairly high so as to make an intense heat, and 
all particles must lie parallel, ranked up like wood, to secure solidity 
and exclude air. In coniferous growth when brushing just precedes 
logging, it is common practice to fell the trees on top of the piles of 

· brush, top and limb them, thus automatically piling the brush and 
saving labor. Burning toward evening limits danger of spreading the 
fire. In burning a large tract, start at the opposite side from which 
the wind blows. You thus escape the smoke and can go over the field 
a second time "branding up" the piles to get a clean burn. 
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Brushing Season 
The proper time to cut brush is in the late fall, in winte'rs when there 

is little snow, and in early spring. Cut it when the foliage is off, or 
briefly, between cropping seasons. Experience shows no superiority 
in August brushing when labor costs are high and the crops need atten
tion. A man can work to much better advantage with no foliage to 
bother his vision. He can get good footing on frozen ground and the 
frozen brush cuts better. The cost then is less, if hired labor is used, 
or the farmer himself can capitalize his own time to good advantage. 
Our studies indicate that it takes an avera:ge of from 20 to 30 hours per 
acre on light brush and a trifle over 6o hours on very heavy brush and 
windfalls. The increased value of a brushed and seeded acre is $IS and 
upwards. The owner then can earn from $2.2S to $Sa day in increased 
land value by selling his time to himself at a season when labor is a drug 
on the market and his chores keep him close at home. Contract p'l·ices 
on brushing in normal times run from $S or $6 per acre for light 
work to $IS per acre for heavy work. · 

SOWING GRASS SEED BETWEEN THE STUMPS 

The land should be seeded if not to be stumped the same summer. 
The essentials of good seeding between the stumps are ea'l·liness, 
sufficient moisture, clean seed, and tillage of the seedbed. Seeding, on 
the snow is of questionable value to the land. We have observed much 
better catches when the land has been stirred up wherever possible 
both before and after seeding. Tilling may be done with one section 
of a spring-toothed harrow; a disk; a harrow-toothed cultivator; or a 
balsam or other coniferous top. In some fields it is impossible to do 
anything owing to the number of stumps, but crude tho the job may be, 
and tho only a small fraction of the field is worked over, centers are 
thus established from which the grass will extend. Tillage is almost 
essential if grass is to head off the brush. Five or six pounds of grass 
seed per acre is sufficient. Two pounds each of alsike clover and 
timothy, ;% to I pound each of medium 'red dover and bluegrass, 
with a trace of white clover, gives good results. April sowing is usually 
better than May and June. Do not pasture till late fall and then 
lightly, the first season. Allowing the crop to head and ripen the first 
yea1' will help to reseed the rest of the pasture. 

On large areas it is sometimes desi'l"able to use sheep for keeping 
back the second growth. This is successful provided the pasture is 
cross-fenced so as to make several rotation pastures. Shifting the sheep 
from one to the othe'r keeps the· brush cropped down, provides fresh 
feed, and keeps the sheep in good condition. Grass seed scattered behind 
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the sheep wi ll l.Je worked into the soi l by them and 
jlan outli ned above. 

D 

Fig. 2. Blasting Tools 

A. Wooden tamping stirk 
B . Long·handled shovel 
C. Soil auger 1 Y, inches in diameter 

second best to the 

F 

D. Punch bar made of octagon tool steel 1 Y, inches in diameter and 4)1, feet long 
E. 1 o·pound sledge for driving iron 
F. Cap crimpers and fuse cutters 
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- STUMP REMOVAL 

The most of the stumping should ordinarily be done in the spring. 
1VIost economical results can usually be obtained immediately after the 
frost has left the ground, but the annual stumping season will extend 
until early in July, when hay harvest is at hand. Vle interpret the 
-annual stumping season, then, as the time between seeding and haying. 
The ground is then full of moisture and the work is easier. and much 
more economical than when it is dry. It often happens that the settler 
has some time in the fall after the regular fall wo·rl~ has been finished 
and bdor~ freezing weather which might very profitably be devoted 
to stump reJnoval. 

The p~-oper method of stump removal to use will depend largely 
-on existing conditions such as the size, l(ind, and age of the stumps, 
the kind of soil, etc. Usually a combination of two or more methods 
is the most economical. On a straight p~tll. a team should be used 
wherever it is possible to do so. This is the cheapest of all methods. 
In some cases, especially where the average diameter of th~ stumps is 
-comparatively small, the block and tackle method works very nicely. 
This is comparatively inexpensive. For larger stumps either explosives 
or a stump puller is used, or a combination of the two. 

Explosives ate used to best advantage in heavy soils and especially 
when the ground is wet. Twenty per cent dynamite is usually best for 
stump blasting. It is cheaper than the higher grades and gives more of 
a slow, lifting action than a cutting or shearing effect like 40 or so per 
cent dynamite. Under exceptional conditions, however, where the soil 
is loose and dry, and especially if the stumps are green, 30 or 40 per 
cent might be more efficient. 

War-salvaged explosives are being used to a certain extent, and 
are giving good satisfaction. Because the fanner pays only the cost of 
cartridging, transportation, and handling, they can be purchased com
paratively cheap. They are somewhat mo"re powerful than the ordinary 
dynamites used for stump blasting, and about as quick acting as 40 
per cent dynamite. 

The ordinary cap and fuse method of blasting is more commonly 
used than the electric method. The electric method has its advantages in 
that it is possible to fire more than one charge at the same time which 
is especially helpful where blasting large white pine stumps with hollow 
centers which require mote than a single charge. Another advantage of 
the electric method is that there is less danger of a "hang fire" and the 
blaster has the time of firing under absolute control and therefore is less 
dangerous. The cap and fuse method is cheaper. The electric caps 
-cost about five cents each more than the common caps. 
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Alth one man can get along very well at stump blasting, two or 
thtee can work together to much better advantage. Under general con
ditions an average of from so to 7S stumps per man is considered a. 
good day's work. 

Fig. J. White Pine Stump 

Pulled first then cracked with dynamite 

There are two main classes of stump pullers : man-power and horse
power. There are also some large power pullers, but they have not been 
adapted to the needs of the individual settler. The most practical type 
of horse-power pulle1·s is the capstan fitted with about I2S feet of ~
inch cable on the drum. If mo1·e cable is desired it should be detach
able extension cables in lengths of about 7S feet. It should also be fitted 
with an anchor cable of sufficient length to enable the team to pass 
between the machine and the anchor stump, one or two "take ups" 
which make it possible to hitch a stump any place along the line of the 
main pull cable, and a strong root weighing not more than so pounds. 
The horse-power puller can be most efficiently ope1·ated with a crew of 
three or four men and a team. A crew of this size with a well equipped 
machine can pull about an acre of tumps in ten hours.. Generally speak
ing, the rate of pulling will average about ten stumps per hour. 

One-man pullers are built in several different styles and sizes. Gen
erally speaking, the smalle1· sizes adapted for lighter pulling are more 
practical than the larger sizes, chiefly because of the difference in speed 
of operation. 

Where the soil is light, especially if it is dry a stump puller is usually 
cheaper than explosives alone. In order to use a puller effectively, how
ever, it is very desirable that the stumps have solid tops which will not be 
cut off by the wire cable during the process of pulling. Under these 
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conditions, and especially where the stumps are thick, comparatively 
mall, and come out clean, a puller is a matter of economy. It mus..t be 

borne in mind, however, that getting the stumps out of the ground is 
only a part of the job and that they must be piled and burned afterwards. 
Therefore the stump must be in such shape that it can be handled with a 
team after it is out of the ground. If the stump is too big to be handled 
in this way, it should be cracked with a small charge of dynamite either 
before or after pulling. This will break it up and will also shake some of 
the dirt off the roots. It makes little difference whether this shooting is 
done before or after pulling. It takes about the same amount of explo
sive either way, but require less skill in placing the charge if done 
before pulling. 

Fig. 4· Pile Finished with a Decking Chain 

PILING STUMPS 
The most common way to dispo e of the stumps after they have been 

pulled or blasted is to pi! them in the field and burn them. If the 
tumps are comparatively small or if they have been p·retty well broken 

up in the blasting operation, the best and cheape t method is to pile them 
with a team on a "decking chain." A small pile is started by skidding 
in the stumps and rolling them together. When the pile gets too high 
to roll the larger stumps on by hand, a long chain is thrown over the pile 
and the stumps are hitched so as to roll them on the pile when the 
team pulls on the chain. 

mechanical piler is used where there are large stumps that 
can not be readily handled any other way. A suitable piler may be built 
by the settler himself from timber on the farm, plus a small cash out
lay for cables and other metal pa'rts. The Conrath home made stump 
piler is quite popular in northern Minnesqta. 
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Fig. s. Conrath Home-Made Stump Piler (Adapted from Wisconsin Bulletin No. 320) 

(Blue prints will be mailed free of charge on request) 
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The stumps should be piled as solidly and compactly as possible. 
A high and narrow pile will always burn better than a low, wide one. 
Two or three teams and an extra man make a good sized crew when 
piling with tl}e decking chain, but a smaller crew can work to advantage. 
In order to ope·rate the Conrath piler to best advantage, there should be a 
crew ~f three teams and four men; one team to work on the piler while 
the other two teams skid stumps to the piles. The extra man operates 
the piler. 

BURNING STUMPS 

The legal restrictions placed on burning hold true for stumps as 
well as for brush. A good job of stump removal and piling will 
usually leave but little cli·rt clinging to the roots. \iVhen this is the case 
and especially if the stumps are dry, burning can be clone practically 
any time after piling. If, on the other hand, stumps are removed and 
piled while still green, it is quite necessary that they be allowed to dry 
out for a while before attempting to burn them. 

If the pieces are so small that most of them can be readily handled 
by one or two men, numet·ous small fires are often started about the 
field and they are then feel by the continuous addition of stumps and 
roots, making it unnecessary to carry or haul any of the material for any 
great distance. The more common practice, however, is to make fewer 
and larger pilei>, and to clean up the field completely before any of the 
piles are fired. The proper time of the clay to set fires and the general 
burning practice for burning a large number of piles· are the same as 
for burning brush. Stump piles will very seldom burn up completely 
the first time. They must be repiled at least once or twice. 

REMOVING STONES 

In some sections of Minnesota the land clearer has stones to con
tend with as well as stumps and brush. \iVhere there are so many stones 
that the expense of clearing for the plow is prohibitive, the fields are 
usually seeded to -grass and converted into permanent pastures. These 
pastures can usually be maintained quite satisfactorily by disking them 
occasionally and putting in new seed. 

A large percentage of the best agricultural lands has some rock 
which must be disposed of. Stones that can be handled readily by one 
or two men are hauled off without much difficulty. For the larger ones 
it is necessary to have a specially made wagon or they must first be 
broken up with dynamite, o'r both. A wagon with axles hung low so that 
the bed rides only six or eight inches above the ground is very con
venient for the purpose. The smaller stones can be loaded by one or 
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two men and the larger ones can be· rolled on with a team and chain. 
Different kinds of stone boats are also used to advantage. The wagon, 
however, has the advantage of hauling much more weight. 

In connection with the operation of handling large rofks, dynamite 
may be used in three different ways: 

"Mud-capping" perhaps is the most commonly used. By this method 
rocks may be broken very satisfactorily unle.ss they ate exceptionally 
large. The explosive material should be taken out of the cartridge and 
placed in a heap on the rock. It should be placed in a natural crevice if 
there is one, and as nearly in the center of the rock as possible. After 
the blasting cap has been inserted in the charge, it should first be coveted · 
with the paper wrappers from the dynamite cartridges and then with a 
thick layer of stiff mud. ' 

· For breaking very large boulders it is sometimes more economical 
to drill a hole in the rock into which the explosive material is placed. 
This method is calle<;l "block-holing." Less explosive is 1·equired than 
with the mud-capping method, but it requires more labor to prepare 
for, and to place the charge. 

To insure most efficient results with either of the above mentioned 
methods, it is neecessary that all dirt be removed from around the base 
of the stone. If it is entirely out of the ground it is ready to blast. 
If, howeve'r, it is partly or entirely buried, a charge of dynamite should 
first be placed under it to blow it out of the ground as a stump would be 
blown out (this sometimes breaks up the rock also) ; or a narrow trench 
may be dug all around it deep enough to reach the bottom of the rock. 
Which of these methods is used will depend largely on the relative cost 
of labor and the extra amount of dynamite required for the pu·rpose. 
This last method of blasting is called "under-drilling." 

Fifty or sixty per cent dynamite will give the best results for "mud
capping." For "block-holding" and "under-drilling" the lower grades 
may be used satisfactorily. 
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Fig. 6. A Field Made Productive Before Removing the Stumps 
The thing for a man with limited capita l to do. 

Fig. 7· After Stumping and Before Plowing 




